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Many employers have comprehensive policies addressing
e-mail, Internet usage, confidentiality, trade secrets
and solicitation. As the business world has steadily

transitioned into the digital age, human resources departments
have kept pace by crafting and revising these policies to protect
company resources from misuse. However, an increasingly
prevalent source of risk for employers has often escaped notice –
the proliferation of employee web logs, or “blogs.”

Blogs typically take the form of an interactive
online journal, with the host composing and
uploading informal comments and opinions, as
well as publishing and responding to feedback
from other participants. While blogs run the gamut
from political commentary to local gossip, a
rapidly growing number of blogs now focus on
workplace issues. Many large employers are the
subject of multiple blogs and message boards that
facilitate discussion of company business and
are available to users all over the world. Smaller
employers may be surprised to find that local workplace issues
can be broadcast to a worldwide audience via an employee blog.

As the number of blogs addressing workplace issues has
steadily increased, several well-publicized disputes between
bloggers and their employers have occurred. These include an
employment case involving a former Delta Air Lines employee
who was allegedly fired for posting suggestive photographs of
herself on her web log, and the controversial termination of a
Google employee who allegedly posted sensitive data about
the company’s finances and products on his blog. 

Not surprisingly, employers that have suspended or terminated
blogging employees have frequently faced threats of litigation,
as well as intense publicity. Thus, many employers are now
scrambling to design and implement blogging policies that will
inform employees of the acceptable boundaries in this area
and prevent future confrontations.

Associated risks
The advent of blogging as a means of communication poses

several risks for employers. First, confidential and proprietary
information revealed on an employee blog is not only accessible
to anyone, but is available in a format that often makes it
impossible for the employer to ascertain the identity of parties
viewing such information. This prevents the company from
assessing the damage from disclosure and taking steps in response. 

In addition to potential damage to the employer’s interests,
publication of information an employee receives in the workplace
could place the employer at risk of liability from any of the
following sources (among others):
• State and federal securities laws;
• HIPAA privacy protections;

• Confidentiality agreements with business partners, clients
and other third parties (i.e., customers);

• Employment discrimination and harassment;
• Breach of privacy; 
• Intentional or negligent infliction of emotional distress; and 
• Defamation.

While some of these risks would result from intentional
misconduct, such as the publication of defamatory
statements, many may be more innocent in nature. For
example, an employee who uses the web to extend best
wishes to a co-worker about to undergo surgery could
implicate HIPAA or common law privacy concerns (depending
on the source of such information). Likewise, an employee
who releases seemingly innocuous details of his daily work
might place the company in breach of confidentiality
agreements with customers. 

Key policy provisions
Given these risks, many employers have begun to

include blogging policies in their employee handbooks and
policy manuals. While it is difficult to generalize as to what
each employer may find most useful, the following are some of
the essentials that such policies should feature:
• Protect any company information that is proprietary, confidential

or the disclosure of which could subject the company to liability.
Employees must be advised of specific subjects of confidential
information. Many employees may not be aware that the
company’s processes (and those of its business partners) must
be protected. Information which may appear routine and
unremarkable on the job site may leave the company vulnerable
when it is a mouse-click away from competitors on the Internet.

• Require bloggers either to refrain from posting any material
that identifies the company or require them to prominently
disclaim any connection between views expressed on their
blog and those of the company. While some companies may
be comfortable requiring workers to refrain from identifying
their connection with the company online, this often is not
practical for large employers and may not be permissible in
all jurisdictions. In particular, it is not an option for public
employers. Thus, many companies must instead warn employees
that messages that may be construed as being statements or
opinions of the company must be appropriately disclaimed.

• Specifically reserve the right to take action in the event any
posting runs afoul of company policy. Much of the conflict
between employers and workers who operate blogs stems
from employers waiting too long to assert their rights. Once
damaging information has been released, it is often impossible
to mitigate the harm to the company’s reputation. Providing
employees advance notice that off-duty blogging is not necessarily
consequence-free will be far more effective than post-hoc
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efforts to “unring the bell” with respect to such disclosures.

Policy limitations 
As important as it is to include proper protective measures

in a blogging policy, it is equally critical that such policies do
not overreach. Employers should avoid any language that
might be interpreted as interfering with employees’ rights to
engage in concerted activity, whistleblowing activity or (in the
case of public employers) rights to free speech on issues of
public concern.

Under federal labor law, employees
are entitled to discuss the terms and
conditions of their work with fellow
employees. Moreover, numerous state
and federal whistleblower statutes
protect employees who raise various
issues related to alleged misconduct
by their employer. Public employers
are further restricted with respect to
employees’ speech on issues of public
concern. Thus, for example, when
employees use blogs to trade opinions
and complaints about their pay or
work hours, publicize allegations of
violations of securities law or address
public issues (such as the treatment
of patients at a public hospital), the
conduct is likely to be protected.
Taking disciplinary action against
employees under these circumstances
is extremely risky. 

Moreover, employees frequently
are able to mix such issues into their
online communications to invoke
these legal protections. Several online
organizations devoted to “bloggers’
rights” actually instruct bloggers on
how to mix protected speech into
their blogs to take advantage of these
legal protections. Employers therefore
must be wary of implementing any
policy that might be interpreted as
interfering with protected rights. 

Conclusion
As employers scramble to react

to the advent of employee web logs,
it is essential that they assess the
unique risks they may face and craft
policies – whether formal or informal
– to manage such risks effectively.
Given the evolving nature of this area,
there are bound to be continued
changes in the legal risks associated
with limiting employee web logs;
however, failing to set limits at all is

increasingly an invitation to confidentiality breaches and
liability risks. 
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